The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) products have been widely used, but their error and uncertainty characteristics over diverse climate regimes still need to be quantified. In this study, we focused on a systematic evaluation of TMPA's error characteristics over mainland China, with an improved error-component analysis procedure. We performed the analysis for both the TMPA real-time and research product suite at a daily scale and 0.25˝ˆ0.25˝resolution. Our results show that, in general, the error components in TMPA exhibit rather strong regional and seasonal differences. For humid regions, hit bias and missed precipitation are the two leading error sources in summer, whereas missed precipitation dominates the total errors in winter. For semi-humid and semi-arid regions, the error components of two real-time TMPA products show an evident topographic dependency. Furthermore, the missed and false precipitation components have the similar seasonal variation but they counter each other, which result in a smaller total error than the individual components. For arid regions, false precipitation is the main problem in retrievals, especially during winter. On the other hand, we examined the two gauge-correction schemes, i.e., climatological calibration algorithm (CCA) for real-time TMPA and gauge-based adjustment (GA) for post-real-time TMPA. Overall, our results indicate that the upward adjustments of CCA alleviate the TMPA's systematic underestimation over humid region but, meanwhile, unfavorably increased the original positive biases over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains. In contrast, the GA technique could substantially improve the error components for local areas. Additionally, our improved error-component analysis found that both CCA and GA actually also affect the hit bias at lower rain rates (particularly for non-humid regions), as well as at higher ones. Finally, this study recommends that future efforts should focus on improving hit bias of humid regions, false error of arid regions, and missed snow events in winter.
Introduction
In China, flood and drought are two primary natural hazards, often causing heavy property damages and human casualties [1] [2] [3] . Accurate measurement of precipitation plays a critical role in flood forecasting, drought monitoring, and related emergency management. Unfortunately, with two-thirds of its total land area covered by mountains, hills, and plateaus, China suffers the common problem of uneven distribution of meteorological stations and weather radars, and these instruments are particularly sparse over the mountainous regions with complex terrains, especially for Western China. Satellite-based remote sensing offers an effective way to measure precipitation from space and it has been complementary to the conventional rain gauge networks and weather radars [4] . In the past two decades, several high-resolution satellite precipitation estimates have been produced by combining many international satellite platforms. The concept behind most of these multi-sensor algorithms relies upon the merging of passive microwave (PMW)-and infrared (IR)-based estimates. A typical example is the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA), which merges the TRMM satellite's estimates with those of other satellites, with TRMM serving as the calibration standard for modern satellite-based global precipitation measurements during the TRMM era (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) . The current operational Version-7 TMPA system produces two standard user-level (Level 3) rainfall products at relatively fine resolution (0.25˝ˆ0.25˝, 3 h), i.e., the real-time 3B42RT (hereafter referred to as "RTV7"; 6-9 h after observation time) for the latitude band 60˝N-60˝S and the gauge-adjusted, post-real-time 3B42V7 for research purposes (hereafter "V7"; two months latency) with spatial coverage of 50˝N-50˝S [5, 6] . Recently, these two quasi-global satellite precipitation products have been widely utilized in various hydrological and meteorological applications in China [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Over the years, there have been many efforts to compare and validate available satellite precipitation estimates at global, regional, or basin scales [9, 10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . An essential point when trying to evaluate the data accuracy is to know where the retrieval errors are coming from. One particularly effective approach is the error-component analysis introduced by Tian et al. [26] , which has close correspondence to the precipitation retrieval processes. In practice, the retrieval processes of both PMW and IR normally consist of two steps. The first step is screening, i.e., detecting raining and no-raining pixels. This step is prone to two types of errors. If raining pixels are not detected, it will result in missed precipitation (i.e., missed error). On the contrary, no-raining pixels might be mistaken as raining ones, which could lead to false precipitation (i.e., false error). Once rainy pixels are identified, then the second step is to establish the relationship between the observed brightness temperature (either from passive microwave or infrared sensors) and rain rate. Even when a raining pixel is correctly hit, there still exist retrieval errors in translating the brightness temperature reading to rain rate (i.e., hit error). The error-component analysis technique treats these error sources separately, which in turn track the error sources better than the conventional approaches. This helps both algorithm developers and data users to better understand the error features of satellite precipitation and their generation mechanisms.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to systematically evaluate the Version-7 TMPA products over the entirety of mainland China, with the error-component analysis technique. We also made some improvements to the technique to better capture the effect of the two gauge correction schemes employed by TMPA. This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the data sources used, study area, and methodology. Section 3 presents the analysis results of three independent error components over different climate regions. Spatio-temporal characteristics, intensity distribution, and contribution ratios of error components are demonstrated in this section. Summarizing remarks and conclusions finalize the paper in Section 4.
Data Sources, Study Area, and Error-Decomposition Method

Data Sources
TMPA has three flavors, as a result of the dynamic evolution of its multi-sensor merging and correction algorithm. An important climatological calibration algorithm (CCA; A detailed description is provided in Appendix A of Yong et al. [27] ) was applied to the real-time estimates on 17 February 2009 Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 440 3 of 20 for reducing the systematic biases on a large scale, meanwhile maintaining the original near-real-time availability. With the launch of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission satellite as the successor of TRMM, the CCA calibration scheme was also carried over to the early runs of the Integrated Multi-satellite Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) algorithm. Nevertheless, previous studies have indicated that the employment of the historical gauge data and the smooth-fill scheme in CCA could homogenize the highly-variable local rainstorm characteristics, despite that it can effectively reduce the TMPA's systematic biases [28] . As a purely satellite-derived estimation, the uncalibrated RTV7 before CCA may help data users to conduct further investigations in their areas of interest. This uncalibrated dataset was actually provided as an additional field in the TMPA real-time estimates. Therefore, it seems important to further understand and examine the error characteristics of Version-7 TMPA on its three different processing stages, namely the real-time estimates before and after CCA (hereafter referred to as "RTV7-UC" and "RTV7-C"), and the post-real-time product V7.
All the three TMPA products (i.e., RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) are evaluated against one ground-based rain gauge product in our study. We selected the newly-released gridded China Gauge-based Daily Precipitation Analysis (CGDPA) developed by the National Meteorological Information Center (NMIC) of the China Meteorological Administration (CMA; [29] ) as a ground reference. The daily CGDPA consists of two products with different spatial resolution (i.e., 0.25˝ˆ0.25˝and 0.5˝ˆ0.5˝respectively). The 0.25˝dataset was developed from 2419 rainfall gauges over mainland China from April 2008 to present, while the other 0.5˝product was based on 756 national standard meteorological stations with longer time series that can date back to 1955 (see http://cdc.cma.gov.cn/dataSetDetailed.do). We used the 0.25˝ˆ0.25˝version for our analysis.
The CGDPA system adopts a modified interpolation method of climatology-based optimal interpolation (OI) with topographic correction proposed by Xie et al. [30] . The OI algorithm performs better than the other techniques, exhibiting higher correlation to the independent gauge observation for various situations. The validation results of Shen et al. [29] indicated that the CGDPA apparently outperformed other two surface observation rainfall datasets, the Climate Prediction Center Unified gauge dataset [31] and the East Asia gauge analysis [30] , due to the denser rainfall gauges involved. Relatively, CGDPA could better capture the precipitation structure and spatial patterns, particularly for strong rainy events at higher rain rates (>25 mm/day). At present, the CGDPA has been formally released as the official daily gridded precipitation product that is normally recommended as a readily available input to hydrological and meteorological applications over mainland China. The period analyzed covers five complete years from April 2008 through March 2013, during which both observed precipitation and the aforementioned satellite datasets are all available. Both the reference data and the satellite data are aggregated to daily amount, at their common 0.25˝ˆ0.25˝spatial resolution.
Study Area
China has diverse climate conditions due to its large area and varied topography, with the Tibet Plateau being the most prominent orographic feature. The elevation drastically descends from west to east. Figure 1a shows the topography and the number of reporting stations in each 0.25˝grid box for the reference data. Figure 1b presents the spatial distribution of average annual precipitation (AAP) in China during the past 50 years ). This AAP map was computed from the aforementioned 0.5˝CGDPA dataset with long historical recorder. It is clear that dry climate generally dominates vast areas of northwestern China, while it is mainly humid and semi-humid in the southeastern part of the country, as documented in Zou et al. [32] . As shown in Figure 1b , the AAP gradually decreases toward the northwest direction except for some parts of Northwestern Xinjiang, where there are larger APP values than those of surrounding areas. Under the influence of the East Asian Monsoon, Southeastern China has a humid subtropical climate with plenty rainfall (AAP > 800 mm/year), while the annual precipitation of Northwestern China is mostly less than 400 mm [33, 34] . Several prior studies have found the potential linkage between the climate regimes and the performance of satellite precipitation estimates. For instant, the results of Xie et al. [30] and Shen et al. [35] indicated that the mainstream satellite precipitation estimates exhibit better agreement with gauge observations over humid regions, whereas they perform rather poorly over arid and semi-arid regions. Chen et al. [10] found that there exists larger overestimation of RTV7-C in arid Northwestern China and only slight underestimation occurred in humid Southern China. Likewise, Gebregiorgis et al. [36] considered that the performance of satellite precipitation products is the most likely affected by different criteria such as climate regime, topography, and soil type. In China, the different climate regimes associated with different rainfall types might have a great effect on the retrieval skills of satellite precipitation. Therefore, a regional division based on climatic regime is essential to systematically investigate the error components of satellite precipitation over the vast territory.
Considering that a complex division of climate regions may confuse the analysis results, here we simply divided mainland China into four representative climate regions: (1) humid region (AAP > 800 mm/year), covering the Southeastern China; (2) semi-humid region (AAP of 400-800 mm), extending from the southeast Tibet Plateau into the Northeastern China; (3) semi-arid region (AAP of 200-400 mm), with a long narrow strip region from southwest Tibet Plateau to North Inner Mongolia and some parts of Northwestern Xinjiang; (4) arid region (AAP < 200 mm), including the major part of Xinjiang and southern part of Inner Mongolia (see Figure 1) . Several prior studies have found the potential linkage between the climate regimes and the performance of satellite precipitation estimates. For instant, the results of Xie et al. [30] and Shen et al. [35] indicated that the mainstream satellite precipitation estimates exhibit better agreement with gauge observations over humid regions, whereas they perform rather poorly over arid and semi-arid regions. Chen et al. [10] found that there exists larger overestimation of RTV7-C in arid Northwestern China and only slight underestimation occurred in humid Southern China. Likewise, Gebregiorgis et al. [36] considered that the performance of satellite precipitation products is the most likely affected by different criteria such as climate regime, topography, and soil type. In China, the different climate regimes associated with different rainfall types might have a great effect on the retrieval skills of satellite precipitation. Therefore, a regional division based on climatic regime is essential to systematically investigate the error components of satellite precipitation over the vast territory.
Considering that a complex division of climate regions may confuse the analysis results, here we simply divided mainland China into four representative climate regions: (1) humid region (AAP > 800 mm/year), covering the Southeastern China; (2) semi-humid region (AAP of 400-800 mm), extending from the southeast Tibet Plateau into the Northeastern China; (3) semi-arid region (AAP of 200-400 mm), with a long narrow strip region from southwest Tibet Plateau to North Inner Mongolia and some parts of Northwestern Xinjiang; (4) arid region (AAP < 200 mm), including the major part of Xinjiang and southern part of Inner Mongolia (see Figure 1 ).
Error Decomposition
In this study, we adopt the simple but effective error decomposition scheme proposed by Tian et al. [26] to evaluate the satellite precipitation estimates. Theoretically, this approach decomposes the total precipitation error E (hereafter referred to as "total bias") into three error components: hit bias H, missed precipitation´M, and false precipitation F. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of hit, missed, and false precipitation of satellite rainfall estimates against ground observation, based on a 2ˆ2 contingency table [37] . In practice, two simple true values (i.e., 1 and 0) can be used to identify raining and no-raining for satellite estimates and ground observation, respectively. Thus, H represents observed rainfall events which are detected by both satellite and ground validation data, M shows missed rainfall events by the satellite but detected by the validation data, and F indicates false observation of rainfall events by the satellite which are not reported by the ground reference (see Figure 2 ). Moreover, Tian et al. [26] adopted a binary mask and Boolean complement approach to verify that these three components (H,´M and F) are independent to one another (refer to Equations (1)- (5) in [26] 
In this study, we adopt the simple but effective error decomposition scheme proposed by Tian et al. [26] to evaluate the satellite precipitation estimates. Theoretically, this approach decomposes the total precipitation error E (hereafter referred to as "total bias") into three error components: hit bias H, missed precipitation −M, and false precipitation F. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of hit, missed, and false precipitation of satellite rainfall estimates against ground observation, based on a 2 × 2 contingency table [37] . In practice, two simple true values (i.e., 1 and 0) can be used to identify raining and no-raining for satellite estimates and ground observation, respectively. Thus, H represents observed rainfall events which are detected by both satellite and ground validation data, M shows missed rainfall events by the satellite but detected by the validation data, and F indicates false observation of rainfall events by the satellite which are not reported by the ground reference (see Figure 2) . Moreover, Tian et al. [26] adopted a binary mask and Boolean complement approach to verify that these three components (H, −M and F) are independent to one another (refer to Equations (1)- (5) in [26] ). According to the derivation of Tian et al. [26] , the relation between three independent error components and the total bias can be expressed as:
In this study, the total bias E is defined as satellite estimates minus ground observation. Hit bias H is defined as satellite estimates minus ground reference for hit events and, therefore, it could be positive or negative. Missed precipitation (−M) and false precipitation (F) are always negative and positive, respectively, by definition. More details about the theory of error components are in Wilks [37] and Tian et al. [26] .
The relationship in Equation (1) implies that the total bias, the subject of most conventional studies, cannot completely characterize the performance of satellite precipitation estimates. As the missed precipitation (−M) and false precipitation (F) always have opposite signs, they could cancel each other, which may result in smaller total bias than the individual components. Therefore, separating the total bias into independent error components could help us better understand the error nature of satellite products and the uncertainties of retrieval processes. Thus this approach is applied here to analyze the error components of three TMPA products (RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) across four different climate regions in China. A threshold of 1.0 mm/day is used to determine the occurrence of rainfall event for any given day, as suggested by many previous studies [7, 16, 26, 38, 39] .
Results
Spatial Analysis of Error Components
Figures 3 and 4 display the spatial distribution of the error components, each averaged for the summer (June, July, and August-JJA) and winter (December, January, and February-DJF), According to the derivation of Tian et al. [26] , the relation between three independent error components and the total bias can be expressed as:
In this study, the total bias E is defined as satellite estimates minus ground observation. Hit bias H is defined as satellite estimates minus ground reference for hit events and, therefore, it could be positive or negative. Missed precipitation (´M) and false precipitation (F) are always negative and positive, respectively, by definition. More details about the theory of error components are in Wilks [37] and Tian et al. [26] .
The relationship in Equation (1) implies that the total bias, the subject of most conventional studies, cannot completely characterize the performance of satellite precipitation estimates. As the missed precipitation (´M) and false precipitation (F) always have opposite signs, they could cancel each other, which may result in smaller total bias than the individual components. Therefore, separating the total bias into independent error components could help us better understand the error nature of satellite products and the uncertainties of retrieval processes. Thus this approach is applied here to analyze the error components of three TMPA products (RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) across four different climate regions in China. A threshold of 1.0 mm/day is used to determine the occurrence of rainfall event for any given day, as suggested by many previous studies [7, 16, 26, 38, 39] .
Results
Spatial Analysis of Error Components
Figures 3 and 4 display the spatial distribution of the error components, each averaged for the summer (June, July, and August-JJA) and winter (December, January, and February-DJF), respectively. As for summer (Figure 3 ), all the three TMPA products (i.e., RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) exhibit an apparent similarity between total bias (E) and hit bias (H), suggesting that the most important error contribution in the TMPA retrievals comes from hit events (refer to the first two columns in Figure 3 ). On the other hand, these three products share almost identical distributions of missed precipitation over the entire China (Figure 3c ,g,k). This implies that both the CCA calibration in RTV7-C and the gauged adjustment in V7 failed to correct those rainy events undetected by the satellites in the first place, and this is understandable. Furthermore, the largest missed errors are situated at the northeastern and southeastern parts of Qinghai-Tibetan plateau. This is possibly due to the limitation of current satellite precipitation retrievals in catching the warm rain processes or short-lived convective storms over complex mountainous areas, as documented in Tian et al. [26] . More interestingly, the north borderline of this domain remains in good agreement with the 200-mm precipitation contour, which is the important separation line to differentiate arid and semi-arid regions ( Figure 3c ,g,k). The false precipitation ( Figure 3 , 4th column) shows that these three TMPA estimates have similar distributions over the middle and eastern parts of China, while their main differences appeared over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains of Western China, with RTV7-C having the highest amplitude ( Figure 3d ,h,l). respectively. As for summer (Figure 3 ), all the three TMPA products (i.e., RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) exhibit an apparent similarity between total bias (E) and hit bias (H), suggesting that the most important error contribution in the TMPA retrievals comes from hit events (refer to the first two columns in Figure 3 ). On the other hand, these three products share almost identical distributions of missed precipitation over the entire China (Figure 3c ,g,k). This implies that both the CCA calibration in RTV7-C and the gauged adjustment in V7 failed to correct those rainy events undetected by the satellites in the first place, and this is understandable. Furthermore, the largest missed errors are situated at the northeastern and southeastern parts of Qinghai-Tibetan plateau. This is possibly due to the limitation of current satellite precipitation retrievals in catching the warm rain processes or short-lived convective storms over complex mountainous areas, as documented in Tian et al. [26] . More interestingly, the north borderline of this domain remains in good agreement with the 200-mm precipitation contour, which is the important separation line to differentiate arid and semi-arid regions ( Figure 3c ,g,k). The false precipitation ( Figure 3 , 4th column) shows that these three TMPA estimates have similar distributions over the middle and eastern parts of China, while their main differences appeared over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains of Western China, with RTV7-C having the highest amplitude (Figure 3d ,h,l). To look further into the spatial difference of total bias between different products, one can see that the RTV7-UC systematically underestimated gauge observations over the most parts of humid region and the Northeastern Qinghai-Tibetan plateau (Figure 3a) , while an opposite overestimation occurred in the RTV7-C estimates (Figure 3e) . Most notably over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains, the upward adjustments of the CCA calibration in RTV7-C significantly elevated the original positive biases in RTV7-UC despite the underestimation over the humid Southeastern China being effectively alleviated (Figure 3e ). This finding is consistent with the global scale assessment of Yong et al. [4] . Moreover, the overestimation of RTV7-C over Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains mainly comes from the hit and false rainy events (Figure 3f,h) . Due to the lack of ground observations over these regions, we cannot directly quantify the error components of satellite precipitation estimates and analyze their error sources by the validation data CGDPA. The difference between different satellite estimates in total bias was especially remarkable over these outperformed RTV7-UC and RTV7-C during winter according to the spatial distributions of total bias (Figure 4i ). However, note here the gauge adjustment in V7 tends to excessively elevate the positive hit errors of RTV7-UC over the humid region so as to compensate the negative bias of missed precipitation. Generally speaking, for winter, the underestimation of satellite precipitation over humid regions is mainly determined by missed precipitation, while the overestimation over arid and semi-arid regions mostly comes from false precipitation. On the other hand, the error distribution of satellite precipitation estimates in Figures 3 and 4 seems linked to topography (especially for the real-time RTV7 estimates). It would be useful to explore the error components' dependency on elevation [41] . To this end, we plotted total bias and three error components with respect to elevation for the entire China in Figure 5 . It is apparent that the error components of real-time RTV7-UC and RTV7-C generally demonstrate an evident topographic dependency ( Figure 5 , first two rows), while such feature is not significant in post-real-time V7 (Figure 5e ,f). The total biases in RTV7-UC and RTV7-C gradually increase toward the higher elevations. Moreover, it can be seen that the hit bias keeps the similar tendency with that of total bias in summer. But, in winter, it shows substantially less dependence on elevation, while the false precipitation plays the dominant role. From the topographic analysis of error components, we can conclude that the CCA algorithm applied to RTV7-UC is primarily effective in balancing the To look further into the spatial difference of total bias between different products, one can see that the RTV7-UC systematically underestimated gauge observations over the most parts of humid region and the Northeastern Qinghai-Tibetan plateau (Figure 3a) , while an opposite overestimation occurred in the RTV7-C estimates (Figure 3e ). Most notably over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains, the upward adjustments of the CCA calibration in RTV7-C significantly elevated the original positive biases in RTV7-UC despite the underestimation over the humid Southeastern China being effectively alleviated (Figure 3e ). This finding is consistent with the global scale assessment of Yong et al. [4] . Moreover, the overestimation of RTV7-C over Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains mainly comes from the hit and false rainy events (Figure 3f,h ). Due to the lack of ground observations over these regions, we cannot directly quantify the error components of satellite precipitation estimates and analyze their error sources by the validation data CGDPA. The difference between different satellite estimates in total bias was especially remarkable over these areas, which might be primarily attributed to the gauge validation product rather than to the satellite retrieval algorithm [40] . In our knowledge, there certainly exist large uncertainties for the satellite rainfall evaluation over regions where gauge network is very sparse. In general, the post-real-time V7, relative to the real-time RTV7-UC and RTV7-C estimates, exhibits much better performance over most parts of mainland China. This result demonstrates that the gauge-based adjustments in V7 can substantially improve the error structures and components for local areas, particularly with the underestimation of hit events over humid region (Figure 3b,f,j) .
For winter, all the three TMPA estimates have relatively lower biases when compared to their summer counterpart (Figure 4 , first column), which is primarily attributed to the obvious reduction of hit bias (Figure 4, second column) . However, RTV7-UC still heavily underestimates the precipitation over the humid region in Southeastern China (Figure 4a ). The first row of Figure 4 demonstrates such underestimation is mainly caused by missed precipitation, which is different from that of summer. We speculate this can mostly be attributed to the inability of TRMM-based constellation satellites to measure snowfall, or the low-level cloudiness and warm rain processes in winter which may not have a strong signature of ice particles. With respect to RTV7-C, the underestimation in humid region is evidently alleviated but the original slight overestimation over the arid and semi-arid regions is unfavorably increased. This is primarily due to the upward adjustments of the CCA on false precipitation (Figure 4d,h) . Similar to summer, V7 also apparently outperformed RTV7-UC and RTV7-C during winter according to the spatial distributions of total bias (Figure 4i ). However, note here the gauge adjustment in V7 tends to excessively elevate the positive hit errors of RTV7-UC over
the humid region so as to compensate the negative bias of missed precipitation. Generally speaking, for winter, the underestimation of satellite precipitation over humid regions is mainly determined by missed precipitation, while the overestimation over arid and semi-arid regions mostly comes from false precipitation.
On the other hand, the error distribution of satellite precipitation estimates in Figures 3 and 4 seems linked to topography (especially for the real-time RTV7 estimates). It would be useful to explore the error components' dependency on elevation [41] . To this end, we plotted total bias and three error components with respect to elevation for the entire China in Figure 5 . It is apparent that the error components of real-time RTV7-UC and RTV7-C generally demonstrate an evident topographic dependency ( Figure 5 , first two rows), while such feature is not significant in post-real-time V7 (Figure 5e,f) . The total biases in RTV7-UC and RTV7-C gradually increase toward the higher elevations. Moreover, it can be seen that the hit bias keeps the similar tendency with that of total bias in summer. But, in winter, it shows substantially less dependence on elevation, while the false precipitation plays the dominant role. From the topographic analysis of error components, we can conclude that the CCA algorithm applied to RTV7-UC is primarily effective in balancing the error and bias at the large scale, rather than correcting the systematic errors caused by some local factors, such as topography. Especially over regions with higher elevations, the error components are more sensitive to the CCA algorithm. For example, the hit bias of RTV7-C estimates rapidly increases beyond 3000 m and the false precipitation has a significant increase starting from 4500 m. In contrast, the GA approach used in V7 seems to alleviate the topographic dependency and improve the error structures of satellite precipitation estimates to some degree. error and bias at the large scale, rather than correcting the systematic errors caused by some local factors, such as topography. Especially over regions with higher elevations, the error components are more sensitive to the CCA algorithm. For example, the hit bias of RTV7-C estimates rapidly increases beyond 3000 m and the false precipitation has a significant increase starting from 4500 m. In contrast, the GA approach used in V7 seems to alleviate the topographic dependency and improve the error structures of satellite precipitation estimates to some degree. 
Temporal Analysis of Error Components
Next, we investigated the temporal variations of error components for the three TMPA products during our entire study period (from April 2008 through March 2013). Figure 6 depicts the time series of area-averaged error components as well as the total bias over the four different climate 
Next, we investigated the temporal variations of error components for the three TMPA products during our entire study period (from April 2008 through March 2013). Figure 6 depicts the time series of area-averaged error components as well as the total bias over the four different climate regions. For smoothing and reducing visual clutter, a 31-day moving average was applied to the entire time series, similar to Tian et al. [26] . In general, there exists an obvious seasonality in the error components, particularly for the summer and winter months. Almost all of the error components and total bias show higher values in the summer and lower ones in winter. For spring and autumn, the error components in two real-time TMPA products show a smooth transition between the range of´1~1 mm/day, while such dynamic varying range is limited within about˘0.5 mm/day for the post-real-time V7 product. Generally speaking, the error behaviors during spring and autumn are largely in between the summer and winter, quite as expected. Such significant warm-season-driven error structure is primarily due to the majority of the rainfall in China occurring during the summer months. error structure is primarily due to the majority of the rainfall in China occurring during the summer months. In terms of the satellite-only RTV7-UC, the changing tendency of hit bias generally agrees well with that of total bias. Over the humid region, the larger negative hit and missed errors are the main contributors to the total bias of RTV7-UC, while the positive false error is relatively much lower (Figure 6a ). With respect to the semi-humid and semi-arid regions, the positive false error and the negative missed error have rather similar seasonal variability. Furthermore, they look so symmetric that their overestimation and underestimation may cancel each other (Figure 6b,c) . As a result, the curve of hit bias is very close to those of total bias. For the arid region, the overestimation of total errors in RTV7-UC is primarily from false precipitation, as the other two components (hit bias and missed precipitation) are considerably smaller (Figure 6d) .
With respect to RTV7-C, the most outstanding feature is the upward adjustments for total bias and hit bias. Moreover, one can see that such adjustment mainly occurred in the warm months, suggesting that the CCA calibration in RTV7-C might yield larger effects on the summer rainy events with higher rain rates. Taking the humid region as example, opposite positive total bias and hit bias (corresponding to that of RTV7-UC in Figure 6a ) appear in summer. Moreover, the overestimation of total errors is more remarkable for other three climate regions (Figure 6f-h) , which is consistent with the spatial patterns show in Figure 3 . In winter, RTV7-C still underestimates precipitation compared with gauges in the humid region (Figure 6a ), but the steady overestimation occurs in the non-humid regions (Figure 6f-h In terms of the satellite-only RTV7-UC, the changing tendency of hit bias generally agrees well with that of total bias. Over the humid region, the larger negative hit and missed errors are the main contributors to the total bias of RTV7-UC, while the positive false error is relatively much lower (Figure 6a ). With respect to the semi-humid and semi-arid regions, the positive false error and the negative missed error have rather similar seasonal variability. Furthermore, they look so symmetric that their overestimation and underestimation may cancel each other (Figure 6b,c) . As a result, the curve of hit bias is very close to those of total bias. For the arid region, the overestimation of total errors in RTV7-UC is primarily from false precipitation, as the other two components (hit bias and missed precipitation) are considerably smaller (Figure 6d) .
With respect to RTV7-C, the most outstanding feature is the upward adjustments for total bias and hit bias. Moreover, one can see that such adjustment mainly occurred in the warm months, suggesting that the CCA calibration in RTV7-C might yield larger effects on the summer rainy events with higher rain rates. Taking the humid region as example, opposite positive total bias and hit bias (corresponding to that of RTV7-UC in Figure 6a ) appear in summer. Moreover, the overestimation of total errors is more remarkable for other three climate regions (Figure 6f-h) , which is consistent with the spatial patterns show in Figure 3 . In winter, RTV7-C still underestimates precipitation compared with gauges in the humid region (Figure 6a ), but the steady overestimation occurs in the non-humid regions (Figure 6f-h) , as seen from above Figure 4 .
Over the four different climate regions, all the time series indicate that the V7 product has the best performance (see third row of Figure 6 ). Specifically, the gauge-based adjustment in V7 effectively reduces the hit bias, and then substantially improves the error structure of the TMPA output. As can be seen from Figure 6i-l) , the area-averaged total biases of V7 are limited within 1.0 mm/day for the four climate regions during the entire study period. Thus, we can conclude that the gauge-based adjustment of V7 apparently outperforms the climatology-based CCA calibration of RTV7-C in removing the local errors of satellite-only precipitation data. Over the entirety of mainland China, the CCA calibration generally seems to overcorrect the RTV7-UC estimates.
Intensity Distribution of Error Components
To further understand the error features at event-scale, we computed the distributions of the hit, missed, and false precipitation, together with the total precipitation amount, as functions of daily rainfall intensity (or rain rate) for different climate regions during the summer and winter seasons (Figures 7 and 8 ). The rain rates exceeding the rain/no-rain threshold (1 mm/day) were presented on the x-axis across the range of 1-256 mm/day. The logarithmic scale was used to bin the precipitation rates. The precipitation amount on the y-axis stands for the accumulated daily precipitation of each bin, which is derived from the total days in the corresponding season. RTV7-C in removing the local errors of satellite-only precipitation data. Over the entirety of mainland China, the CCA calibration generally seems to overcorrect the RTV7-UC estimates.
To further understand the error features at event-scale, we computed the distributions of the hit, missed, and false precipitation, together with the total precipitation amount, as functions of daily rainfall intensity (or rain rate) for different climate regions during the summer and winter seasons (Figures 7 and 8 ). The rain rates exceeding the rain/no-rain threshold (1 mm/day) were presented on the x-axis across the range of 1-256 mm/day. The logarithmic scale was used to bin the precipitation rates. The precipitation amount on the y-axis stands for the accumulated daily precipitation of each bin, which is derived from the total days in the corresponding season.
For summer, the intensity distributions of total precipitation are generally similar to those of hit precipitation, further verifying the dominant role of hit bias in TMPA's error components (Figure 7) . However, the arid region is an exception, whose false precipitation seems to account for a considerable proportion (last row in Figure 7 ). For the humid region (first row, Figure 7) , the intensity distribution of V7 is closest to that of gauge, and RTV7-UC grossly underestimates the precipitation for intensities over 8 mm/day (Figure 7a ). The CCA algorithm in RTV7-C significantly raises the intensity distribution of hit precipitation at medium-high rain rates, but an unfavorable overcorrection occurs at higher rain rates (>30 mm/day; see Figure 7b ). For the non-humid regions, the RTV7-UC distribution, as well as V7, remains in good agreement with the gauge, while the overestimation of RTV7-C at higher rain rates became the most outstanding feature in the intensity distribution of the total and hit precipitation. Additionally, one can note that the CCA calibration in RTV7-C and the gauge adjustment in V7 seem not to change the summer intensity distributions at lower rain rate (approximately less than 8 mm/day for most of China). overestimation of two TMPA real-time estimates over the non-humid regions mainly comes from false precipitation. Interestingly, the V7 exhibits a rather good performance in tracing the in tracing the rain-rate changes of observed precipitation over the non-humid regions, which is different from that of the humid region (Figure 8e,i,m) . The gauge-based adjustment technique looks more effective in reducing the error and bias of false precipitation than the CCA calibration over the non-humid areas. 
Contribution Ratio of Error Components
An improvement to the original error decomposition of Tian et al. [26] is to examine the intensity distributions of the relative bias ratio (hereafter referred to as "RBR"). Specific details of the RBR definition and computation are given in Appendix A. This enhancement can provide unique insights into quantifying the specific contribution of each error component to the total bias of satellite precipitation estimates at different ranges of rain rates. The RBR distributions of the three error components for four different climate regions during summer and winter are shown in Figures  9 and 10 , respectively. For summer, the intensity distributions of total precipitation are generally similar to those of hit precipitation, further verifying the dominant role of hit bias in TMPA's error components (Figure 7) . However, the arid region is an exception, whose false precipitation seems to account for a considerable proportion (last row in Figure 7 ). For the humid region (first row, Figure 7) , the intensity distribution of V7 is closest to that of gauge, and RTV7-UC grossly underestimates the precipitation for intensities over 8 mm/day (Figure 7a ). The CCA algorithm in RTV7-C significantly raises the intensity distribution of hit precipitation at medium-high rain rates, but an unfavorable overcorrection occurs at higher rain rates (>30 mm/day; see Figure 7b ). For the non-humid regions, the RTV7-UC distribution, as well as V7, remains in good agreement with the gauge, while the overestimation of RTV7-C at higher rain rates became the most outstanding feature in the intensity distribution of the total and hit precipitation. Additionally, one can note that the CCA calibration in RTV7-C and the gauge adjustment in V7 seem not to change the summer intensity distributions at lower rain rate (approximately less than 8 mm/day for most of China).
For winter, the total precipitation and the hit precipitation have quite similar patterns in their intensity distributions over the humid region (Figure 8a,b) . Different from summer, the missed precipitation possesses considerable proportion in winter (Figure 8c ). This feature is closely corresponding to the spatial distribution in Figure 3 . Importantly, it was found that the purely satellite-derived RTV7-UC obviously underestimates the observed precipitation throughout the entire rain-rate range (Figure 8a,b) . Even with CCA algorithm or gauge adjustment (GA), there still exist noticeable underestimates at lower rain rates and overestimates at higher ones between the calibrated estimates (RTV7-C and V7) and gauge observation (see Figure 8a) . Therefore, accurately measuring the winter rainfall information was still a challenging issue for the current satellite precipitation estimates. As for the non-humid regions, the intensity distribution of total precipitation seems to be similar to that of false precipitation, while the daily hit and missed precipitation only account for a relative smaller proportion (Figure 8e-p) . This suggests that the winter's overestimation of two TMPA real-time estimates over the non-humid regions mainly comes from false precipitation. Interestingly, the V7 exhibits a rather good performance in tracing the in tracing the rain-rate changes of observed precipitation over the non-humid regions, which is different from that of the humid region (Figure 8e,i,m) . The gauge-based adjustment technique looks more effective in reducing the error and bias of false precipitation than the CCA calibration over the non-humid areas.
An improvement to the original error decomposition of Tian et al. [26] is to examine the intensity distributions of the relative bias ratio (hereafter referred to as "RBR"). Specific details of the RBR definition and computation are given in Appendix A. This enhancement can provide unique insights into quantifying the specific contribution of each error component to the total bias of satellite precipitation estimates at different ranges of rain rates. The RBR distributions of the three error components for four different climate regions during summer and winter are shown in Figures 9  and 10 respectively. First, one can see that the hit bias distributions of all the three TMPA estimates have an evident tendency to overestimate lower rain rates (<10 mm/day) and underestimate medium to higher ones (10-128 mm/day) (first column in Figures 9 and 10 ), which is a common error feature of satellite-based retrievals [42] [43] [44] . This is possibly due to the non-unique relation between surface precipitation and brightness temperature (TB). The observed brightness temperature (TB), either from passive microwave or infrared sensors, reflects the integrated effects of surface emission and water paths emission/scattering, not the surface rain rate [45] . In other words, different combinations Additionally, Figures 9a and 10a suggest that, for the humid region, the CCA and GA algorithms tend to primarily affect the hit error of RTV7-UC at higher rain rates. This result is consistent with the analysis of above Figure 7 . However, it is worth noting that both CCA and GA actually also affect the hit bias at lower rain rates, especially for the non-humid regions ( Figures  9d,g,j and 10d,g,j) , which was not revealed by previous studies [26, 28] . This arises because the commonly-used intensity distributions of precipitation amount cannot give the real variations of bias ratio before and after adjustments. Taking the summer of the semi-humid region for an example, some small rain events might be changed to larger ones at higher rain-rate range after CCA or GA corrections (see Figure 7f) . Figure 9d can clearly show the contribution of these changed small rain events to the total bias. To look further into the first column of Figures 9 and 10 , we can conclude that the impact of the CCA on the hit bias at lower rain rates is greater for the non-humid regions.
For the missed precipitation, all these three TMPA products have basically identical intensity distributions of RBR over the different climate regions during both summer (Figure 9b ,e,h,k) and winter (Figure 10b,e,h,k) . This result further confirms that both CCA and GA almost failed to act on the missed rainy events in the TMPA's retrieval process, which has been deduced by the spatial analyses in above Figures 3 and 4 . Specifically, the contribution of missed precipitation to the total bias shows strong seasonal and regional dependencies. For the same climate region, the contribution ratio of missed precipitation is evidently larger in winter than that in summer. On the other hand, for First, one can see that the hit bias distributions of all the three TMPA estimates have an evident tendency to overestimate lower rain rates (<10 mm/day) and underestimate medium to higher ones (10-128 mm/day) (first column in Figures 9 and 10 ), which is a common error feature of satellite-based retrievals [42] [43] [44] . This is possibly due to the non-unique relation between surface precipitation and brightness temperature (TB). The observed brightness temperature (TB), either from passive microwave or infrared sensors, reflects the integrated effects of surface emission and water paths emission/scattering, not the surface rain rate [45] . In other words, different combinations of surface background and precipitation profiles can result in exactly same surface rain rate [46] . Due to this non-unique relation, the heavy precipitation will be underestimated since some light precipitation possesses very similar TB signatures to that from heavy precipitation, and vice versa.
For the humid region, the largest contribution from the negative hit bias occurs at high rain rates (peak value at approximately 50 mm/day for summer and 32 mm/day for winter, respectively; see Figures 9a and 10a) . The CCA calibration and gauge adjustment effectively reduce this primary contribution from hit precipitation so as to improve the satellite-only RTV7-UC estimates. When the climate becomes drier and drier, the peak value of contribution ratio dynamically moves toward the lower rain rates as the small rainy events gradually play the dominant role (refer to first column in Figures 9 and 10) .
Additionally, Figures 9a and 10a suggest that, for the humid region, the CCA and GA algorithms tend to primarily affect the hit error of RTV7-UC at higher rain rates. This result is consistent with the analysis of above Figure 7 . However, it is worth noting that both CCA and GA actually also affect the hit bias at lower rain rates, especially for the non-humid regions (Figure 9d ,g,j and Figure 10d,g,j) , which was not revealed by previous studies [26, 28] . This arises because the commonly-used intensity distributions of precipitation amount cannot give the real variations of bias ratio before and after adjustments. Taking the summer of the semi-humid region for an example, some small rain events might be changed to larger ones at higher rain-rate range after CCA or GA corrections (see Figure 7f) . Figure 9d can clearly show the contribution of these changed small rain events to the total bias. To look further into the first column of Figures 9 and 10 we can conclude that the impact of the CCA on the hit bias at lower rain rates is greater for the non-humid regions.
For the missed precipitation, all these three TMPA products have basically identical intensity distributions of RBR over the different climate regions during both summer (Figure 9b ,e,h,k) and winter (Figure 10b,e,h,k) . This result further confirms that both CCA and GA almost failed to act on the missed rainy events in the TMPA's retrieval process, which has been deduced by the spatial analyses in above Figures 3 and 4 . Specifically, the contribution of missed precipitation to the total bias shows strong seasonal and regional dependencies. For the same climate region, the contribution ratio of missed precipitation is evidently larger in winter than that in summer. On the other hand, for the same season, the contribution of missed precipitation seems to be grossly higher over drier regions. Such error dependency features are also shown in the false distribution (see last column in Figures 9 and 10 ). This could be attributed to two major reasons. (1) In most parts of mainland China, the rainy events with medium-high rain rates in winter are significantly less than those in other seasons. The current satellite-based precipitation retrieval tends to misrepresent the sparse and small rain events; and (2) similarly, the direr regions have less rainfall than humid areas that will inevitably result in relatively larger proportions of missed and false error in the total bias.
Finally, the contribution ratios of the error components to the total bias of the three TMPA products were summarized in Table 1 . It is notable that the negative hit bias (´20.3%) contributes mainly to the total error (´28.2%) of TMPA in the summer season over the humid region. This underestimation for hit precipitation was reduced to only 2.2% by the gauge adjustment (GA) in V7, while the overcorrection of the CCA calibration in RTV7-C changed this ratio to 12.3%. However, there is a gradually increasing tendency for the contribution ratios of the missed and false precipitation events with a transition from the humid region to the drier and drier regions. The false precipitation is the dominant error component in the arid region. For example, the false bias is only 4.8% for the humid region, while the corresponding value of the arid region is 92.6%, indicating a difference of 87.8%. For winter, the contribution of missed precipitation to the total bias is the largest one for the humid region. Moreover, we found that it is difficult to effectively remove this missed error by present calibrated approaches. Similar to summer, the relative biases of the missed and false precipitation also gradually increase in the winter season for the drier and drier climate regions. Amongst of them, the false precipitation has the largest contribution ratios to the total bias of all the satellite estimates in the arid region. Table 1 . Area-averaged contribution ratios (%) of the error components (i.e., hit, missed, and false) to total bias of three TMPA products for summer and winter over different climate regions of mainland China.
Climate Region Product
Summer Winter 
Conclusions and Recommendations
In this paper, we systematically investigated three independent error components in the latest Version-7 TMPA estimates (namely RTV7-UC, RTV7-C, and V7) over mainland China for a period of five years (April 2008 to March 2013). The error-decomposition method of Tian et al. [26] was used, with further improvements, for the study. We analyzed the seasonal error characteristics of the error components over four different climate regions (i.e., humid region, semi-humid region, semi-arid region, and arid region), and identified their contributions to the total errors of satellite precipitation.
The key findings can be summarized as follows: Generally speaking, the error components of the TMPA estimates show strong seasonal and regional differences over mainland China. For the summer season, the underestimation of satellite-only RTV7-UC over humid region is caused by both hit bias and missed precipitation, while the overestimation in non-humid regions comes from hit bias and false precipitation. As for winter, the underestimation over humid region is mainly determined by missed precipitation, while the overestimation in arid and semi-arid regions mostly comes from false precipitation. Overall, the current CCA calibration in RTV7-C effectively reduces negative biases over Southeastern China but, meanwhile, significantly elevates the original positive biases over the Tibetan plateau and Tianshan Mountains. Relatively, the gauge adjustment in V7 worked rather well over all the climate regions, having effectively reduced the hit and false biases of TMPA real-time estimates. However, both of these two correction schemes cannot make up the rainfall missed by the satellites. Additionally, our topographic analysis shows the error components of the real-time RTV7-UC and RTV7-C exhibit an evident topographic dependency, while such a feature is not significant in the post-real-time V7.
The time series analyses clearly illustrate the total errors resulted from the interaction of the three independent components. For the humid region, the hit bias and missed precipitation work together to enhance the negative total bias of the satellite-only RTV7-UC, while for arid area false precipitation is apparently the dominant error sources. For the semi-humid and semi-arid areas, the seasonality of the error components is especially remarkable and consistent and the missed bias and false errors seem to cancel each other. Thus, the hit bias remains in good agreement with the total errors throughout the study period. In addition, the CCA calibration primarily changes the hit bias in warm seasons, resulting in an overall overestimation of RTV7-C. Since the gauge adjustment effectively reduces the hit and false bias for all seasons, the total bias of V7 varies around the zero.
From the perspective of intensity distribution, the key improvement of CCA manifests in changing the distribution pattern of the underestimated hit precipitation across the range of medium-high rain rates (>16 mm/day) over the humid region. For the non-humid regions, the satellite-only RTV7-UC distribution fits the intensity of gauge very well at higher rain rates, and the main discrepancy between them appears at lower rain rates. Consequently, the upward adjustment of CCA for higher rain rates worsened the performance of RTV7-UC instead. In practice, how to improve the hit precipitation at lower rain rates (<20 mm/day) is the crucial issue for non-humid areas in summer. Unfortunately, both CCA calibration and gauge adjustment (GA) cannot lessen the differences of hit precipitation distributions between TMPA real-time estimates and the gauge observations at lower rain rates. In addition, the false precipitation is the chief error source for the non-humid areas in winter. One can see that the incorporation of rain gauge data in V7 can effectively remove such winter-related false errors over the non-humid regions.
The relative-bias ratio (RBR, refer to Appendix A) analysis of the error components indicated that the hit bias of satellite-only RTV7-UC estimates accounts for approximately 72% of the total error over the humid region during summer. This negative hit bias was significantly improved by the gauge correction scheme (GA) in V7, with a drop from´20.3% before adjustment to 2.2% after adjustment, while the overcorrection of the CCA calibration in RTV7-C can only suppress this bias to 12.3%. On the other hand, there is a gradually increasing tendency for the contribution ratios of both missed and false precipitation with a transition from the humid region to the drier and drier regions. In addition, one should note that the CCA calibration and gauge adjustment (GA) scheme also affect the error structure at lower rain rates, particularly for the non-humid regions. Yet, this point is not obvious with the ordinary intensity analysis, because some small rainy events might be adjusted to larger ones at higher rain-rate range. Such change of small rainy events cannot be clearly exhibited in intensity distribution of precipitation amounts.
In summary, the climatological calibration algorithm in the real-time RTV7-C and the gauge-based adjustment in the post-real-time V7 are normally regarded as two crucial bias correction techniques to improve the data accuracy in the TMPA system. However, currently, the CCA improvement is primarily in the sense of simply balancing the error and bias at the large scale, rather than completely and fully correcting the systematic errors of satellite precipitation at the local scale. Comparatively, the GA approach could substantially improve the error structures and components for local areas. Taking mainland China as an example, the gauge adjustment in V7 effectively reduced both the underestimation of hit events over the humid region and the overestimation of false events at Himalayan and Tianshan Mountains. However, the CCA's superiority lies in maintaining the near-real-time availability of TMPA estimates (e.g., the RTV7-C with 6-9 h latency over the globe). Consequently, hydrologic users of satellite precipitation are suggested to employ local high-resolution (e.g., daily or sub-daily) observed rainfall data in combination with the purely satellite-derived RTV7-UC (similar to the GA approach in V7) to create new precipitation products for satisfying their applications.
Although all the results drawn from this study may be specific to the four climate regions of Mainland China, they are likely to be also applicable to other similar areas in the globe. Based on our findings, we recommend that the future correction efforts should focus on further improving hit bias of humid regions, false error of arid regions, and missed snowing events in winter. The structures and features of error components revealed here are expected to serve for the development of quantitative error models and bias reduction algorithms in the GPM era.
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Appendix A: Improving Error-component Analysis with Relative Bias Ratio (RBR)
We extended the work reported in Tian et al. [26] by computing the relative contribution of each error component to the total errors as the function of rain rates. Since the probability distribution of rain rate is closer to lognormal than to Gaussian, we first divided the range of rain rate into N + 1 consecutive logarithm-scaled bins, with the following bin boundaries:
#
Th 0 " r min Th n " Th 0ˆF n , pn " 1, 2,¨¨¨, Nq
where r min is the rain/no-rain threshold (we used 1 mm/day here), and F > 1 denotes the constant ratio between two adjacent boundaries (or constant difference in logarithm-scale). We used r min =1 mm/day and F = 1.2 in this study.
Then, given a precipitation field, R´Ñ x , t¯, one can derive a binary-valued precipitation event mask for the entire range of rain rates, P, and for each value falling into the nth rain rate bin, P th n , respectively: where Th M denotes the maximum critical value, computed from Equation (A1), for all of the records of rain rates within both satellite estimates and observations. It is easy to see that the mask of each bin is independent to one another. If we use footnote "1" and "2" to denote the "observations" and the "satellite estimates", respectively, the relative bias ratio (RBR) of hit bias H, missed precipitation´M, and false precipitation F can be expressed as:
where T is the areal and temporally total observation precipitation. P 1 and P 2 denote the Boolean complement of a binary mask in Equation (A2) for satellite estimates and for observations, respectively. In this study, Equations (A4)-(A6) constitute the additional metrics to the original Tian et al. [26] scheme, and they were used to calculate the relative contribution of each error component as a function of rain rate shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The following Equations (A7)-(A10) were used to calculate the three error components and total bias listed in the Table 1: RBR H " where RBR H , RBR M , and RBR F represent the area-averaged contribution ratios (%) of three error components (i.e., hit, missed, and false) to the total bias of satellite precipitation estimates, respectively. N is the number of rain rate bins on the x-axis in Figures 9 and 10 . Other symbols are the same as above Equations (A4)-(A6).
